
NICE HI-SPEED
FAST AND SECURE AUTOMATIONS  
FOR YOUR GATE, NICE CUTS  
WAITING TIMES AND KEEPS  
INTRUDERS OUT! 



TOONA HS

WINGO HS
RUN HS ROBUS HSM-FAB HS

NICE
HI-SPEED 
FAST AND SECURE  
AUTOMATIONS FOR  
YOUR GATE: NICE CUTS  
WAITING TIMES AND KEEPS  
INTRUDERS OUT!

 opening and closing  
 speed up to 70 cm/s 

 opening and closing  
 speed up to 40 cm/s 

* Considering standard installation, excluding acceleration and deceleration.

> SWING GATES > SLIDING GATES  90° opening  
 in about 16* seconds 

 90° opening  
 in about 10* seconds 

 90° opening  
 in about 8* seconds 

* Considering standard installation, excluding acceleration and deceleration.

Speed and security
In urban areas with heavy traffic,  
being able to free the road quickly is 
practical and safe. With Nice Hi-Speed 
motors, your gate opens rapidly and  
you can enter in just a few seconds! 

Protection for all the family
Your gate closes quickly behind you.  
You are the one who decides who enters 
your home and you can easily make sure 
the kids and pets don’t get out.  

Nice gives you more
Come rain, come sun, by day and by night, 
you can open the gate with a click  
without getting out of the car.   
Nice transmitters are easy to use  
and you can choose your favourite colour! 
With Nice, to each his own! 

For all residential applications
Do you have a sliding or swing gate?  
Is it small, large, heavy, light?  
Do you live in a city center or small town?  
No problem! Nice offers complete 
automation systems for any residential  
or commercial application.

No more waiting for the gate to open or 
close. Nice automations let you free the busy 
road and enter in a flash, with the gate closing 
quickly behind you to guarantee total security.

Install a Nice Hi-Speed automation system 
or renew your existing system and make your 
daily movements safer and faster.



Photocells and sensitive edges
When an obstacle is detected,  
a signal is sent to the control unit which 
blocks the automation to avoid impact  
with people or things. 

Motor 
It actions and controls gate movements, it can be 
either single or double, surface mounted  
or underground, according to the type of gate.

Transmitter
It allows you to control  
the automation system  

with a simple click, without  
getting out of the car.  

Flashing light
The flashing indicates 
that the gate is 
moving, warning 
people passing outside 
or inside the property.

Digital, proximity or key switches. 
You can choose your preferred control 
system to open the gate when you are  
on foot or without the transmitter.  

DO YOU KNOW HOW A GATE AUTOMATION SYSTEM WORKS?
Quick guide for a complete Nice automation system

Control unit
It can be built into the motor  

or installed externally.  
It acquires and processes the signals  

and sends the correct pulses to  
the other elements in the system.

NICE HI-SPEED FASTER THAN EVER! 

Do you want a fast gate?  
Are you planning to renew your system? 
Ask your local installer for Nice Hi-Speed  
motors or contact us! 
 
For more information, visit our website  
www.niceforyou.com 
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